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Case Study

Collaborating on  
Project Hollywood

Located in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho, Kootenai Health provide healthcare services 

to northern Idaho, eastern Washington, Montana and the inland northwest. 

Kootenai Health is anchored by a 254-bed hospital and has aggressively 

developed an information services infrastructure to serve the region’s critical 

access hospitals, clinics and primary care physician office groups. Kootenai 

Health continues to partner with a variety of healthcare providers to improve 

physician access and deliver advanced diagnostic imaging, radiation therapy, 

laboratory services and outpatient surgery. 

When Kootenai wanted to streamline their IT alerts and immediately direct 

resouces on critical problems, the healthcare organization selected Project 

Hollywood, a visual IT notification system developed by T2 Tech.

Within the help desk support center, 

Project Hollywood’s ambient LED 

lighting system provides visual 

notifications based on current status.l 

T2 Tech provided hands-on training 

for Kootenai Health staff and detailed 

system documentation, so they were 

able to own and easily operate the 

system moving forward.
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The data center lighting system has 

also been configured for maintenance 

mode, which provides lighting for 

maintenance in each cabinet.
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The challenge: a solution 
to centralize IT alerts

T2 Tech collaborates with Kootenai
to realize Project Hollywood

An innovative tool for IT systems monitoring 

After implementing a new help desk support center to improve IT 

operations, Kootenai Health was in need of an effective solution 

to centralize key IT alerts and immediately focus resources on 

critical problems as thevy arose. With numerous IT systems, and 

an overwhelming influx of information, it was difficult to discern 

true priorities from inordinate noise. 

Upon evaluating a number of potential solutions, Kootenai Health 

selected Project Hollywood, a visual IT notification system 

developed by T2.

T2 Tech worked closely with Kootenai Health to understand 

the organization’s specific use case for Project Hollywood, 

prepare an implementation plan, document appropriate 

systems for alert aggregation, design lighting layouts for 

each intended space, install lighting in each space, configure 

Within the help desk support center, Project Hollywood’s 

ambient LED lighting system provides visual notifications 

based on the current state of all monitored IT systems. If a 

system goes down, the lights turn red; if a non-critical error 

is logged or a scheduled change control begins, the lights 

turn yellow; if all systems are normal, the lights remain green. 

In order to quickly drill down into specific issues, the Project 

Hollywood dashboard also provides pertinent details 

about current system states, key alerts and a running log of 

issues. The system also sends targeted email notifications 

to ensure that critical resources are aware of the issue, 

regardless of their location.

Within the data center, Project Hollywood’s ambient LED 

lighting system illuminates each server cabinet with a 

customized Kootenai Health blue. If a system experiences an 

issue, the lights in the cabinet containing the problem system 

turn red to quickly identify the system’s physical location. 

This is especially helpful when physical troubleshooting 

is required. The data center lighting system has also been 

configured for maintenance mode, which provides lighting for 

maintenance in each cabinet.

system states and lighting colors, setup email notifications and 

configure the system dashboard. Additionally, T2 Tech provided 

hands-on training for Kootenai Health staff, and detailed system 

documentation, so they were able to own and easily operate the 

system moving forward.



Since its founding in 2006, T2 Group through T2 Tech has 

consistently delivered consulting and management advisory 

services and implemented transformational projects, realizing 

value-driven results through innovative technologies and quality 

services for the most prestigious healthcare organizations in 

the country.

Visit us at https://t2tech.us or e-mail sales@t2tech.us for 

information on an IT assessment.

Project Hollywood has been a huge success at Kootenai 

Health. When issues arise, IT management and support 

teams are immediately aware of the problem and working 

actively to resolve it, even before users call in or submit a 

ticket.

T2 Tech and Kootenai Health are currently exploring a 

number of additional use cases for Project Hollywood to 

improve and help facilitate patient care.
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